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Top L.A. designers venture out into the big,
bad world of retail. What are they thinking?
By Alexandria Abramian-Mott | Photography by David Waldorf

Gary Gibson
7350 Beverly Blvd., L.A., 323.934.4248,
garygibson.com.

Consider Gibson one of the original decoratorturned-retailers. In 2002, the designer opened
a small shop on Beverly Boulevard, selling a
mix of his own furniture and accessories that
reﬂected his bent toward all things elegant/
organic. More recently, Gibson traded
locations with Suss Knit, in the process
upgrading his footprint to almost 3,000
square feet. The new, loft-like digs give him
the elbow room to expand the oﬀerings to an
impressive collection of artists (Jim Britton,
Nancy Levy, Atlanta up-and-comer Donald
Robson), more objects and more furniture,
as well as mirrors and lighting of his own
design. And instead of working in the back
of the space, Gibson’s planted his desk smack
in the middle of the shop, where he juggles
multiple design projects from L.A., Palm
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Shopping ’til you drop with somebody else’s money,
playing house with somebody else’s house and calling your
BlackBerry the oﬃce. Who’d give up that gig for minding
the shop? The answer: Some of the city’s busiest designers.
All of a sudden, L.A. decorators are taking the plunge
into retail, pulling the surplus chandeliers, armchairs and
artwork out of storage and putting them into their very
own shops. Here’s who’s got the goods.

Springs, Connecticut and Montana. So why
in the world would an in-demand designer
like Gibson spend his time minding the shop?
“It is distracting working out in the open,”
says Gibson. “But that’s actually the point.
People walk in here, and I get to talk to them,
and they get to see my world: This space is
like a three-dimensional portfolio. People
really see how I put things together here.”
And while he has netted new design clients
who have stumbled into the store, Gibson
says that’s more the exception than the rule.
Instead, he says, the showroom has become
something of a magnet for design junkies,
as well as decorators like Michael Berman,
Kerry Joyce, Jeﬀrey Hitchcock and Elizabeth
Dinkel. And while he maintains that his retail
business only accounts for about 30 percent
of Gibson Design proﬁts, as inspiration, he
says, it’s immeasurable. “This really fulﬁlls a
creative outlet for me. This is truly where I go
continued…
to get inspired.”

SHOP CROP Gary Gibson in
his Beverly Boulevard shop
and design studios, which
he “completely redesigns
about once a month.”

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT:

Tobi Tobin in her Sunset Plaza shop; a pair of armchairs covered in Globe fabric and a
vintage model airplane at Hollywood at Home; and Peter Dunham, who decided to call his shop Hollywood
at Home instead of his name. “I didn’t want this to only be about me.”

…continued

Hollywood at Home & Harbinger

Tobi Tobin Design

Hollywood at Home: 636 N. Almont Dr., 2nd Fl., L.A., 310.273.6200, hollywoodathome.com.
Harbinger: 636 N. Almont Dr., L.A., 310.858.6884, lucasstudioinc.com.

8601 Sunset Blvd., West Hollywood, tobitobindesign.com.

When Peter Dunham signed up for a quaint second-ﬂoor cottage location,
he was primarily looking for a venue for his growing fabric collection. But
can you really trust a decorator to leave it at that? Cut to the present, and his
1,000-square-foot place has become a hot spot for all manner of furniture
(“mostly quirky conversation pieces”), accessories, pillows, artwork and,
of course, textiles, both Dunham’s and others. “I really keep my prices
fair,” says Dunham. “I want people to come in all the time, and keeping
the prices really reasonable helps. We don’t do $800 throw pillows.” Since
Joe Lucas took over the downstairs part of the building to create his own
shop, Harbinger, as well as his design studio, the two have created one of
the city’s busiest one-stop shopping zones. Located behind Nathan Turner
and Claremont Fabrics, the ﬂourishing space is proof positive that interior
designers make some of the savviest retailers in the biz.
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Tobi Tobin was thinking big, as in really big, when she decided to hang
her shingle on no less than 2,000 square feet of big-ticket Sunset Plaza
real estate. And it’s a location that’s ﬁtting for Tobin’s grand plans: The
designer, who’s known for larger-than-life interiors that jump all over the
décor timeline, has outﬁtted the space in reclaimed French oak ﬂoors
and stone from a monastery in Malta, plus a reclaimed 16th-century
limestone ﬁreplace mantel. She’ll add to that her own just-launched line
of furniture (about 45 pieces and growing), as well as rugs, linens, clothes,
jewelry and candles, all designed by Tobin herself. “This is really about
branding myself. I want to show oﬀ my look, my presentation and my
brand,” says Tobin, who will also carry antiques, paintings, photography
and sculpture. “Sunset Plaza really captures this feeling of being in
Europe. It’s where I feel most comfortable, and it’s also where most of my
clients live,” she says. “And there’s free parking!”

